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Abstract
Structured pruning of filters or neurons has received increased focus for compressing convolutional neural networks. Most existing methods rely on multi-stage optimizations in a layer-wise manner for iteratively pruning and retraining which may not be optimal and may be computation
intensive. Besides, these methods are designed for pruning
a specific structure, such as filter or block structures without jointly pruning heterogeneous structures. In this paper,
we propose an effective structured pruning approach that
jointly prunes filters as well as other structures in an endto-end manner. To accomplish this, we first introduce a soft
mask to scale the output of these structures by defining a
new objective function with sparsity regularization to align
the output of baseline and network with this mask. We then
effectively solve the optimization problem by generative adversarial learning (GAL), which learns a sparse soft mask
in a label-free and an end-to-end manner. By forcing more
scaling factors in the soft mask to zero, the fast iterative
shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA) can be leveraged
to fast and reliably remove the corresponding structures.
Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of GAL
on different datasets, including MNIST, CIFAR-10 and ImageNet ILSVRC 2012. For example, on ImageNet ILSVRC
2012, the pruned ResNet-50 achieves 10.88% Top-5 error
and results in a factor of 3.7× speedup. This significantly
outperforms state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved
state-of-the-art accuracy in computer vision tasks such as
image recognition [26, 47, 48, 13, 20] and object detection
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author.

[5, 4, 44]. However, the success of CNNs is often accompanied by significant computation and memory consumption
that restricts their usage on resource-limited devices, such
as mobile or embedded devices. To address these issues,
techniques have been proposed for CNN compression such
as low-rank decomposition [3, 58, 33, 32], parameter quantization [42, 23, 59], knowledge distillation [17, 45] and network pruning [10, 31, 35, 60, 21, 15, 34]. Network pruning
has received a great deal of research focus demonstrating
significant compression and acceleration of CNNs.
Network pruning can be categorized into either nonstructured or structured. Non-structured pruning or finegrained pruning [11, 10, 30, 12], directly pruning weights
independently in each layer to achieve higher sparsity for
the remaining parameters. However, it generally causes irregular memory access that adversely impacts the efficiency
of online inference. Under such a circumstance, specialized
hardware [9] or software [40] accelerators are required to
further speedup the sparse CNNs. Structured or coarsegrained pruning [31, 49, 21, 37, 16, 36] aims to remove
structured weights, including 2D kernels, filters or layers,
and does not require specialized hardware/software packages to be efficiently implemented. However, there exists
several open issues in the existing structured pruning. (1)
Efficiency: The existing approaches typically adopt iterative pruning and retraining with multi-stage optimizations
in a layer-wise manner. For instance, Luo et al. [37] and He
et al. [16] proposed to prune filters and the corresponding
feature maps by considering statistics computed from the
next layer in a greedy layer-wise manner. Magnitude-based
pruning methods employ the ℓ1 -norm of filter [31] or the
sparsity of feature map [19] to determine the importance
of the filter. They then iteratively prune the “least important” filters and retrain the pruned network layer-by-layer.
(2) Slackness: Existing approaches lack slackness in hard
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Figure 1. An illustration of GAL. Blue solid block, branch and channel elements are active, while red dotted elements are inactive and can
be pruned since their corresponding scaling factors in the soft mask are 0. (This figure is best viewed in color and zoomed in.)

filter pruning. For instance, Lin et al. [35] learned a global
mask with binary values to determine the saliency of filters,
and pruned the redundant filters by masking out the corresponding mask as 0. However, such a hard filter pruning
using binary masks results in the difficulty to solve the optimization problem. (3) Label dependency: Most existing
pruning approaches rely on a pre-defined set of labels to
learn the pruning strategy. For instance, group sparsity with
ℓ2,1 -regularization on the filters [49] and sparsity with ℓ1 regularization on the scaling parameters [21, 36, 52] were
utilized to generate a sparse network by training with class
labels. These training schemes cannot be directly used in
scenarios without labels.
To address these issues, we propose an effective structured pruning approach to prune heterogeneous redundant
structures (including channels/filters, branches and blocks)
in an end-to-end manner without iteratively pruning and
retraining. Unlike previous approaches of hard and labeldependent pruning, we propose a label-free generative adversarial learning (GAL) to prune the network with a sparse
soft mask, which scales the output of specific structures to
be zero. Fig. 1 depicts the workflow of the proposed approach. We first initialize a pruned network with the same
weights as the baseline or the pre-trained network, and initialize a soft mask randomly after each structure. We then
construct a new objective function with ℓ1 -regularization on
the soft mask to align the outputs of the baseline and the
pruned network. To effectively solve the optimization problem, the proposed label-free generative adversarial learning learns the pruned network with this sparse soft mask in
an end-to-end manner inspired by Generative Adversarial

Networks (GANs) [7]. The optimization is playing a twoplayer game where the generator is the pruned network, and
the discriminator distinguishes whether the input is from the
output of the baseline or from the pruned network. This
forces the two outputs to be close to each other. We introduce an adversarial regularization on the discriminator to
help the pruned network to compete with the discriminator.
By forcing more scaling factors in the soft mask to zero, we
can leverage the fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm [2, 6] to reliably remove the corresponding structures.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
1. We propose a generative adversarial learning (GAL)
to effectively conduct structured pruning of CNNs. It
is able to jointly prune redundant structures, including
filters, branches and blocks to improve the compression and speedup rates.
2. Adversarial regularization is introduced to prevent a
trivially-strong discriminator, soft mask is used to
solve the slackness of hard filter pruning, and FISTA
is employed to fast and reliably remove the redundant
structures.
3. Extensive experiments demonstrate the superior performance of our approach. On ImageNet ILSVRC
2012 [46], the pruned ResNet-50 achieves 10.88%
Top-5 error with a factor of 3.7× speedup outperforming state-of-the-art methods.

2. Related Work
Network Pruning: Network pruning focuses on removing network connections in non-structured or structured
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manner as introduced in Section 1. Early work in nonstructured pruning [30] and [12] proposed a saliency measurement to remove redundant weights determined by the
second-order derivative matrix of the loss function w.r.t. the
weights. Han et al. [11, 10] proposed an iterative thresholding to remove unimportant weights with small absolute
values. Guo et al. [8] proposed a connection splicing to
avoid incorrect weight pruning, which can reduce the accuracy loss of the pruned network. In contrast, structured
pruning can reduce the network size and achieve fast inference without specialized packages. Li et al. [31] proposed
a magnitude-based pruning to remove filters and their corresponding feature maps by calculating the ℓ1 -norm of filters in a layer-wise manner. A Taylor expansion based criterion was proposed in [39] to iteratively prune one filter
and then fine-tune the pruned network. This is, however,
prohibitively costly for deep networks. Unlike these multistage and layer-wise pruning methods, our method prunes
the network with the sparse soft mask by an end-to-end
training that achieves much better results as quantitatively
shown in our experiments.
Recently, binary masks have been proposed to guide filter pruning. Yu et al. [53] proposed a Neuron Importance
Score Propagation (NISP) to optimize the reconstruction error of the “final response layer” and propagate an “importance score” to each node, i.e., 1 for important nodes, and
0 otherwise. Lin et al. [35] directly learned a global mask
with binary values, and pruned the filters whose mask values are 0. However, such a hard filter pruning lacks effectiveness and slackness, due to the NP-hard optimization
caused by using the binary mask. Our method slacks the binary mask to the soft one, which largely improves the flexibility and accuracy.
In line with our work, sparse scaling parameters [36, 52]
in batch normalization (BN) or in the specific structures [21]
were obtained by supervised training with a class-labelled
dataset. In contrast, our approach obtains the sparse soft
mask with label-free data and can transfer to other scenarios
with unseen labels.
Neural Architecture Search: While state-of-the-art
CNNs with compact architectures have been explored with
hand-crafted design [18, 57, 56], automatic search of neural architectures is also becoming popular. Recent work on
searching models with reinforcement learning [1, 61, 62,
14] or genetic algorithms [43, 50] greatly improve the performance of neural networks. However, the search space of
these methods is extremely large, which requires significant
computational overhead to search and select the best model
from hundreds of models. In contrast, our method learns a
compact neural architecture by a single training, which is
more efficient. Group sparsity regularization on filters [28]
or multiple structures including filter shapes and layers [49]
has been proposed to sparsify them during training. This

is also less efficient and cannot reliably remove the sparse
structures since only stochastic gradient descent is used.
Knowledge Distillation: The proposed generative adversarial learning for structured pruning is also related to
knowledge distillation (KD) to a certain extent. KD transfers knowledge from the teacher to the student using different kinds of knowledge (e.g., dark knowledge [17, 45] and
attention [55]). Hinton et al. [17] introduced dark knowledge for model compression, which uses the softened final
output of a complicated teacher network to teach a small
student network. Romero et al. [45] proposed FitNets to
train the student network by combining dark knowledge and
the knowledge from the teacher’s hint layer. Zagoruyko
et al. [55] transferred the knowledge from attention maps
from the teacher’s hidden layer to improve the performance
of a student network. Unlike other methods, we do not require labels to train the pruned network. Furthermore, we
directly copy the architecture of the student network from
the teacher without being designed by experts, and then automatically learn how to prune the student network.
Note that our approach is orthogonal to other compression approaches, such as low-rank decomposition [3, 27,
24, 58, 32], or parameter quantization [42, 23, 59]. We can
integrate our approach into the above methods to achieve
higher compression and speedup rates.

3. Our Method
3.1. Notations and Preliminaries
As illustrated in Fig. 1, we define an original pretrained network as the baseline fb (x, WB ) and the network
with soft mask as the pruned network fg (x, WG , m), where
x, WB and WG are an input image, all weights in the baseline and all weights in the pruned network, respectively.
l
represents the convolutional filters or neurons at the
WG
l-th layer in WG with a tensor size of Hl × Wl × Cl × Nl .
m ∈ Rs is the soft mask after each structure, where s is the
number of structures we consider to prune, and mi refers to
the i-th element of m. Since the baseline is fixed and not updated during training, we select its final output (before the
probabilistic “softmax”) as the supervised feature fb (x) to
train the pruned network. We also extract the feature from
the final output of the pruned network, which is denoted as
fg (x). Different from fb (x), fg (x) requires updating with
soft mask m and weights WG to approximate fb (x).

3.2. Formulation
We aim to learn a soft mask to remove the corresponding
structures including channels, branches and blocks, while
regaining close to the baseline accuracy. Inspired by knowledge distillation [17], we train the pruned network with ℓ1 regularization on the soft mask to mimic the baseline by
aligning their outputs. We obtain the pruned network by
generative adversarial learning. The discriminator D with
32792

weights WD is introduced to distinguish the output of baseline or pruned network, and then the generator (i.e., the
pruned network) G with weights WG and soft mask m is
learned together with D by using the knowledge from supervised features of baseline. Therefore, WG , m and WD
are learned by solving the optimization problem as follows:
arg min max LAdv (WG , m, WD ) + Ldata (WG , m)
WG ,m WD

(1)
+ Lreg (WG , m, WD ),

where LAdv (WG , m, WD ) is the adversarial loss to train
the two-player game between the baseline and the pruned
network that compete with each other. This is defined as:
h

Algorithm 1 FISTA in GAN to solve Eq. (1)
Input: Training data X = {x1 , · · · , xn } with n samples, base1
L
line model WB = {WB
, · · · , WB
}, sparsity factor λ, number of steps i and j to apply to the discriminator D and generator G, learning rate η, maximum iterations T .
1
L
Output: The weights WG = {WG
, · · · , WG
} and their soft
masks m.
1: Initialize WG = WB , m ∼ N (0, 1), and t = 1.
2: repeat
3:
for i steps do
(Fix G and update D)
•

i

LAdv (WG , m, WD ) = Efb (x)∼pb (x) log D(fb (x), WD )
h
i (2)
+ Efg (x,z)∼(pg (x),pz (z)) log 1 − D(fg (x, z), WD ) ,

where pb (x) and pg (x) represent the feature distributions
of the baseline and the pruned network, respectively. pz (x)
corresponds to the prior distribution of noise input z. Inspired by [22], we use the dropout as the noise input z in
the pruned network. This dropout is active only while updating the pruned network. For notation simplicity, we omit
z in fg (x, z).
In addition, Ldata (WG , m) is the data loss between output features from both the baseline and the pruned network,
which is used to align the outputs of these two networks.
Therefore, the data loss can be expressed by MSE loss:
1 X
fb (x) − fg (x, WG , m)
Ldata (WG , m) =
2n x

2
,
2

•
•

4:

Remove term Ldata (WG , m), R(WG ) and Rλ (m),
and solve the following optimization to update D:

•
•

•

Forwardpass baseline to sample minibatch of s examples fb (x1 ), · · · , fb (xs ) .
Forwardpass generator to sample minibatch of s examples fg (x1 , z), · · · , fg (xs , z) with dropout as
noise input.
Remove
R(W
and
 term
 D)
Efb (x)∼pb (x) log(D(fb (x), WD )) ,
and solve
the following optimization to update G by FISTA:
arg

(4)

(5)

We found the discriminator D is updated only with correct
prediction by using Eq. (2), which leads to a less valuable
gradient updating that the pruned network receives. Therefore, adversarial regularization is introduced to also update

(6)

end for
for j steps do
(Fix D and update G)

(3)

where R(WG ) is the weight decay ℓ2 -regularization in the
pruned network, which is defined as 12 kWG k22 . Rλ (m) is
a sparsity regularizer for m with parameter λ. If mi =
0, we can reliably remove the corresponding structure as
its corresponding output has no contribution to the subsequent computation. In practice, we employ the widelyused ℓ1 -regularization to constrain m, which is defined as
λkmk1 . R(WD ) is a discriminator regularizer used to prevent the discriminator from dominating the training, while
retaining the network capacity. In this paper, we introduce three kinds of discriminator regularizations including
ℓ1 -regularization, ℓ2 -regularization and adversarial regularization. We add a negative sign in both ℓ1 -regularization
and ℓ2 -regularization. This is different from the definition
above, since WD is updated by the maximization of Eq. (1).
The adversarial regularization (AR) is defined as:


R(WD ) = Efg (x)∼pg (x) log(D(fg (x), WD )) .

Forwardpass generator to sample minibatch of s examples fg (x1 ), · · · , fg (xs ) .



arg max Ef (x)∼p (x) log(D(fb (x), WD )) + R(WD )
b
b
WD


+ Ef (x)∼p (x) log(1 − D(fg (x), WD )) .
g
g

where n is the number of the mini-batch size.
Finally, Lreg (WG , m, WD ) is a regularizer on WG , m
and WD , which can be split into three parts as follows:
Lreg (WG , m, WD ) = R(WG ) + Rλ (m) + R(WD ),

Forwardpass baseline to sample minibatch of s examples fb (x1 ), · · · , fb (xs ) .



min E
log(1 − D(fg (x, z), WD ))
WG ,m fg (x,z)∼(pg (x),pz (z))
+

1 X

2n x
+

1
2

2
fb (x) − fg (x, WG , m) 2

2
kWG k2 + λkmk1 .
(7)

end for
5: until convergence or t reaches the maximum iterations T .

the discriminator D with the features of pruned network
produced by the baseline, and to extend the time of the twoplayer game to achieve more valuable gradients.

3.3. Optimization
Following [7], Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) can
be directly introduced to alternately update the discriminator D and generator G to solve the optimization problem
in Eq. (1). However, SGD is less efficient in convergence,
and by using SGD we have observed non-exact zero scaling
factors in the soft mask m. We therefore need a threshold
to remove the corresponding structures, whose scaling factors are lower than the threshold. By doing so, the accuracy
of the pruned network is significantly lower than the base42793

line. To solve this problem, we introduce FISTA [2, 6] into
the GAN to effectively solve the optimization problem of
Eq. (1) via two alternating steps. Algorithm 1 presents the
optimization process.
First, we use SGD to optimize the weights WD of the
discriminator D by ascending its stochastic gradient to
solve Eq. (6). The entire procedure mainly relies on the
standard forward-backward pass. Second, for better illustration, we shorten the first two terms of Eq. (7) as
H(WG , m), and we have:
arg min H(WG , m) +
WG ,m

1
kWG k22 + λkmk1 .
2

(8)

We solve the optimization problem of Eq. (8) by alternately
updating WG and m. (1) Fixing m, we use SGD with momentum to update WG by descending its gradient. (2) Fixing WG , the optimization of m is reformulated as:
arg min H(·, m) + λkmk1 .

(9)

m

Then m is updated by FISTA with the initialization of
α(1) = 1:
α(k+1) =


q
1
2
,
1 + 1 + 4α(k)
2

y(k+1) = m(k) +
m(k+1) = proxη

(k+1) λk·k1

(10)


α(k) − 1
m(k) − m(k−1) ,
α(k+1)


y(k+1) − η(k+1)

∂H(·, y(k+1) )
∂y(k+1)

(11)


,

3.4. Structure Selection
To achieve flexible structure selection, we add a soft
mask after the three different kinds of structures from coarse
to fine-grained, including blocks, branches and channels, to
remove the redundancy of different networks ResNets [13],
GoogLeNet [48] and DenseNets [20] as shown in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, these structures can be integrated into each
other for jointly learning.
Block Selection: For ResNets, the residual block contains the residual mapping with a large number of parameters and the shortcut connections with few parameters. This
achieves high performance by skipping the computation of
specific layers to overcome the degradation problem. The
block is removed by setting the residual mapping to zero,
but cannot cut off the information flow in ResNets. Therefore, block selection is significantly effective when applied
in ResNets. The new residual block by adding the soft mask
is formulated as:
i

i+1



1
c
T (z) = m1 τ 1 (z, {WG
}), · · · , mc τ c (z, {WG
}) ,
i

(13)

where z and z
are the input and output of the i-th
i
block, respectively. F is a residual mapping and {WG
} are

(14)

i
})
(z, {WG

is
where [·] represents concatenation operator. τ
i
a transformation with all weights {WG
} at the i-th branch
and c is the number of branch in one inception module. We
can reliably remove the i-th branch, which satisfies mi = 0
after optimization.
Channel Selection: The channel is a basic element in all
CNNs and has large amounts of redundancy. In our framework, we add the soft mask after input at the current layer
(the output feature maps at the upper layer) to guide the input channel pruning at the current layer and the output channel pruning at the upper layer. Therefore, the formulation at
the l-th layer is as follows:

(12)

where η(k+1) is the learning rate at the iteration k + 1 and
proxη(k+1) λk·k1 (zi ) = sign(zi ) ◦ (|zi | − η(k+1) λ)+ .
We solve these two steps by following stochastic methods with the mini-batches and set the learning rate η with
fixed-step updating. Moreover, we update WG , m and WD
at each iteration (i = j = 1 in Algorithm 1).

i 
zi+1 = mi F zi , {WG
} + zi ,

weights of the i-th block. After optimization, we obtain a
sparse soft mask m, in which the i-th residual block can be
pruned if mi = 0.
Branch Selection. Multi-branch networks such as
GoogLeNet and ResNeXts [51] have been proposed to enhance the information flow to achieve high performance.
Similar to ResNets, there is redundancy in the branch that
can be removed entirely by setting the corresponding soft
mask to 0. Likewise, this does not cut off the information flow in multi-branch networks. Taking GoogLeNet for
instance, we can formulate the new inception module by
adding the soft mask as follows:

zl+1
=f
j

X


l
,
mi zli ∗ WG
i,j

(15)

i

where zli and zl+1
are the i-th input feature map and the jj
l
th output feature map at the l-the layer, respectively. WG
i,j
represents the 2D kernel of i-th input channel in the j-th filter at the l-th layer. ∗ and f (·) refer to convolutional operator and non-linearity (ReLU), respectively. After training,
we remove the feature maps with a zero soft mask that are
associated with the corresponding channels at the current
layer and the filters at the upper layer.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Settings
We evaluate the proposed GAL approach on three
widely-used datasets, MNIST [29], CIFAR-10 [25] and ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 [46]. We use channel selection to
prune plain networks (LeNet [29] and VGGNet [47]) and
DenseNets [20], branch selection for GoogLeNet [48], and
block selection for ResNets [13]. For ResNets, we also
leverage channel selection to block selection that jointly
prunes these heterogeneous structures to largely improve
the performance of the pruned network.
Implementations: We use PyTorch [41] to implement
GAL. We solve the optimization problem of Eq. (1) by running on two NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPUs with 128GB of
RAM. The weight decay is set to 0.0002 and the momentum
is set to 0.9. The hyper-parameter λ is selected by crossvalidation in the range [0.01, 0.1] for channel pruning on
52794

Model
LeNet
SSL [49]
NISP [53]
GAL-0.01
GAL-0.05
GAL-0.1

Error/+FT %
0.8
-/1.00
-/0.82
0.95/0.86
1.05/0.90
1.03/1.01

FLOPs(PR)
2.29M(0%)
0.20M(91.3%)
0.65M(71.6%)
0.43M(81.2%)
0.17M(92.6%)
0.10M(95.6%)

#Param.(PR)
0.43M(0%)
0.10M(76.7%)
0.11M(74.4%)
0.05M(88.4%)
0.03M(93.0%)
0.03M(93.0%)

#Filter/Node
20-50-500
3-12-500
10-25-250
10-15-198
4-13-121
2-15-106

Table 1. Pruning results of LeNet on MNIST. In all tables and
figures, Error/+FT means error without/with fine-tuning, PR represents the pruned rate, GAL-λ refers to GAL with sparsity factor
λ and M/B means million/billion.
Model
VGGNet
L1 [31]
SSS*[21]
SSS*[21]
GAL-0.05
GAL-0.1

Error/+FT %
6.04
-/6.60
6.37%
6.98%
7.97/6.23
9.22/6.58

FLOPs(PR)
313.73M(0%)
206.00M(34.3%)
199.93M(36.3%)
183.13M(41.6%)
189.49M(39.6%)
171.89M(45.2%)

#Param.(PR)
14.98M(0%)
5.40M(64.0%)
4.99M(66.7%)
3.93M(73.8%)
3.36M(77.6%)
2.67M(82.2%)

Table 2. Pruning results of VGGNet on CIFAR-10. SSS* is the
results based on our implementation

LeNet, VGGNet and DenseNets, and the range [0.1, 1] for
branch and block pruning on GoogLeNet and ResNets. The
drop rate in dropout is set to 0.1. The other training parameters are discussed in different datasets in Section 4.2.
Discriminator Architecture: The discriminator D
plays a very important role in striking a balance between
simplicity and network capacity to avoid being trivially
fooled. In this paper, we select a unified and relative simple
architecture, which is composed of three fully-connected
(FC) layers and non-linearity (ReLU) with the neurons of
128-256-128. The input is the features from the baseline
fb (x) and the pruned network fg (x), while the output is
the binary prediction to predict the input from baseline or
pruned network.

4.2. Comparison with the State-of-the-art
4.2.1

MNIST

We evaluate the effectiveness of GAL on MNIST in LeNet.
For training parameters, we apply GAL with three groups
of hyper-parameter λ (0.01, 0.05 and 0.1) with the minibatch size of 128 for 100 epochs. The initial learning rate
is set to 0.001 and is scaled by 0.1 over 40 epochs. As
shown in Table 1, compared to SSL [49] and NISP [53],
GAL achieves the best trade-off between FLOPs/parameter
pruned rate and the classification error. For example, by
setting λ to 0.05, the error of GAL only increases by 0.1%
with 92.6% and 93% pruned rate in FLOPs and parameter, respectively. In addition, we found that fine-tuning the
pruned LeNet with GAL only achieves a limited decrease in
error. Fine-tuning instead increases the error when λ is set
to 0.1. This is due to the fact that the output features learned
by GAL have already had a strong discriminability, which
may be reduced by fine-tuning.

Model
DenseNet-40
Liu et al.-40% [36]
Liu et al.-70% [36]
GAL-0.01
GAL-0.05
GAL-0.1

Error/+FT %
5.19
-/5.19
-/5.65
5.71/5.39
6.47/5.50
8.1/6.77

FLOPs(PR)
282.92M(0%)
190M(32.8%)
120M(57.6%)
182.92M(35.3%)
128.11M(54.7%)
80.89M(71.4%)

#Param.(PR)
1.04M(0%)
0.66M(36.5%)
0.35M(66.3%)
0.67M(35.6%)
0.45M(56.7%)
0.26M(75.0%)

Table 3. Pruning results of DenseNet-40 on CIFAR-10. Liu et al.α% means about α percentage of parameters are pruned.
Model
GoogLeNet
Random
L1* [31]
APoZ* [19]
GAL-0.5

Error/+FT %
4.95
-/5.46
-/5.46
-/7.89
6.07/5.44

FLOPs(PR)
1.52B(0%)
0.96B(36.8%)
1.02B(32.9%)
0.76B(50.0%)
0.94B(38.2%)

#Param.(PR)
6.15M(0%)
3.58M(41.8%)
3.51M(42.9%)
2.85M(53.7%)
3.12M(49.3%)

Table 4. Pruning results of GoogLeNet on CIFAR-10. L1* and
APoZ* are the results based on our implementation.

4.2.2

CIFAR-10

We further evaluate the performance of the proposed
GAL on CIFAR-10 in five popular networks, VGGNet,
DenseNet-40, GoogLeNet, ResNet-56 and ResNet-110. For
VGGNet, we take a variation of the original VGG-16 for
CIFAR-10 from [31, 54]. DenseNet-40 has 40 layers with
growth rate 12. For GoogLeNet, we also take a variation of
the original GoogLeNet by changing the final output class
number for CIFAR-10.
VGGNet: The baseline achieves the classification error
6.04%. GAL is applied to prune it with the mini-batch size
of 128 for 100 epochs. The initial learning rate is set to 0.01,
and is scaled by 0.1 over 30 epochs. As shown in Table 2,
compared to L1 [31] and SSS [21], our GAL achieves a
lowest error and highest pruned rate in both FLOPs and parameters. For example, GAL with setting λ to 0.05 achieves
the lowest error (6.23% vs. 6.60% by L1 and 6.37% by SSS)
by the highest pruned rate of FLOPs (39.6% vs. 34.3% by
L1 and 36.3% by SSS) and parameters (77.6% vs. 64.0%
by L1 and 73.8% by SSS).
DenseNet-40: According to the principle of channel selection in Section 3.4, we should prune the input channels
at the current layer and the corresponding output feature
maps and the filters at the upper layer in DenseNets. But
this leads to a mismatch of the dimension in the following
layers. This is due to the complex dense connectivity of
each layer in DenseNets. We therefore only prune the input
channels in DenseNet-40, as suggested in [36]. The training
setup is the same to VGGNet, except the mini-batch size is
64. The pruning results of DenseNet-40 are summarized in
Table 3. GAL achieves a comparable result with Liu et al.
[36]. For example, when λ is set to 0.01, 3362 out of 8904
channels are pruned by GAL with a higher computational
saving of (35.3% vs. 32.8%), but only with a slightly higher
error (5.39% vs. 5.19%), compared to Liu et al.-40%.
GoogLeNet: For better comparison, we re-implemented
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Model
ResNet-56
He et al. [16]
L1 [31]
NISP [53]
GAL-0.6
GAL-0.8
ResNet-110
L1 [31]
GAL-0.1
GAL-0.5

Error/+FT %
6.74
9.20/8.20
-/6.94
-/6.99
7.02/6.62
9.64/8.42
6.5
-/6.45
-/6.7
7.45/6.41
7.45/7.26

FLOPs(PR)
125.49M(0%)
62M(50.6%)
90.9M(27.6%)
81M(35.5%)
78.30M(37.6%)
49.99M(60.2%)
252.89M(0%)
213M(15.8%)
155M(38.7%)
205.7M(18.7%)
130.2M(48.5%)

#Param.(PR)
0.85M(0%)
0.73M(14.1%)
0.49M(42.4%)
0.75M(11.8%)
0.29M(65.9%)
1.72(0%)
1.68M(2.3%)
1.16M(32.6%)
1.65M(4.1%)
0.95M(44.8%)

Model
ResNet-50
ThiNet-50 [37]
ThiNet-30 [37]
He et al. [16]
GDP-0.6 [35]
GDP-0.5 [35]
SSS-32 [21]
SSS-26 [21]
GAL-0.5
GAL-1
GAL-0.5-joint
GAL-1-joint

Table 5. Pruning results of ResNet-56/110 on CIFAR-10.

L1 [31] and APoZ [19] on GoogLeNet and also introduce random pruning, because of lack of pruning results
on GoogLeNet in CIFAR-10. For Random, L1 and APoZ,
we simply prune the same number of branches in each inception module based on their pruning criteria as GAL-0.5
for a fair comparison. The training parameters of GAL are
the same to prune DenseNet-40 (not including λ) and the
first convolutional layer is skipped to add the soft mask. As
presented in Table 4, GAL achieves the best trade-off by removing 14 of 36 branches with a rate of FLOPs saving of
38.2%, parameter saving of 49.3% and only an increase of
0.49% classification error, compared to all methods. This
is because GAL employs the more flexible branch selection by learning the soft mask than L1 and APoZ based on
the statistical property. Note that the simplest random approach works reasonably well, which is possibly due to the
self-recovery ability of the distributed representations. In
addition, the branches of 3 × 3 convolutional filters with
a large number of parameters are more removed by APoZ,
which leads to significant FLOPs and parameters reduction
and also significant error increase.
ResNets: To evaluate the effectiveness of block selection
in GAL, we use ResNet-56 and ResNet-110 as our baseline
models. The training parameters of GAL on both ResNet56 and ResNet-110 are the same to prune VGGNet (not including λ) and the first convolutional layer is also skipped to
add the soft mask. The pruning results of both ResNet-56
and ResNet-110 are summarized in Table 5. For ResNet56, when λ is set to 0.6, 10 out of 27 residual blocks are
removed by GAL, which achieves a 37.6% pruned rate in
FLOPs while with a decrease of 0.12% error. This indicates that there are redundant residual blocks in ResNet56. Moreover, compared to L1 [31] and NISP [53], GAL0.6 also achieves the best performance. When more residual blocks are pruned (16 when λ is set to 0.8), GAL-0.8
still achieves the higher pruned rate in FLOPs (60.2% vs.
50.6%), with a slightly higher classification error (8.42%
vs. 8.20%) compared to He et al. [16]. For ResNet-110,
compared to L1, GAL achieves better results by pruning 10
out of 54 residual blocks, when λ is set to 0.1. After optimization for ResNet-56 and ResNet-110, the bottom resid-

Top-1 %
23.85
28.99
31.58
27.70
28.81
30.42
25.82
28.18
28.05
30.12
28.20
30.69

Top-5 %
7.13
9.98
11.70
9.20
9.29
9.86
8.09
9.21
9.06
10.25
9.18
10.88

FLOPs
4.09B
1.71B
1.10B
2.73B
1.88B
1.57B
2.82B
2.33B
2.33B
1.58B
1.84B
1.11B

#Param.
25.5M
12.38M
8.66M
18.6M
15.6M
21.2M
14.67M
19.31M
10.21M

Table 6. Pruning results of ResNet-50 on ImageNet. X-joint means
jointly pruning heterogeneous structures (channels and blocks).

ual blocks are easier to prune. To explain, top blocks often
have high-level semantic information that is necessary for
maintaining the classification accuracy.
4.2.3

ImageNet ILSVRC 2012

GAL was also evaluated on ImageNet using ResNet-50. We
train the pruned network with the mini-batch size of 32 for
30 epochs. The initial learning rate is set to 0.01 and is
scaled by 0.1 over 10 epochs. As shown in Table 6, GAL
without jointly pruning blocks and channels is able to obtain
1.76× and 2.59× speedup (FLOPs rate) (2.33B and 1.58B
vs. 4.09B in ResNet-50) by setting λ to 0.5 and 1, with an
increase of 1.93% and 3.12% in Top-5 error, respectively.
However, GAL-0.5 and GAL-1 only achieve a 1.2× and
1.74× parameter compression rate, which is due to the fact
that most of the pruned blocks comes from the bottom layers with a small number of parameters. By jointly pruning
blocks and channels, we achieve a higher speedup and compression. For example, compared to GAL-0.5, GAL-0.5joint achieves the higher speedup and compression by a factor of 2.22× and 1.32× (vs. 1.75× and 1.2×), respectively.
Furthermore, compared to SSS-26 [21], He et al [16] and
GDP-0.6 [35], GAL-0.5-joint also achieves the best tradeoff between Top-5 error and speedup. With almost the same
speedup, our GAL-1-joint outperforms ThiNet-30 [37] by
0.89% and 0.82% in Top-1 and Top-5 error, respectively.

4.3. Ablation Study
To evaluate the effectiveness of GAL, which lies in
adversarial regularization, FISTA and GANs, we select
ResNet-56 and DenseNet-40 for an ablation study.
4.3.1

Effect of the Regularizers on Discriminator D

We train our GAL approach with three types of discriminator regularizers, L1-norm, L2-norm and adversarial regularization (AR). For a fair comparison, all the training pa72796

Model
ResNet-56
GAL-AR-SGD
Random
GAL-AR-FISTA
DenseNet-40
GAL-AR-SGD
Random
GAL-AR-FISTA

Error/PN/PN-FT%
6.74
9.67/89.14/9.65
-/89.96/12.32
9.64/9.64/8.42
5.19
6.76/64.58/7.64
-/89.23/11.08
6.47/6.47/5.50

FLOPs(PR)
125.49M(0%)
50.27M(59.9%)
50.27M(59.9%)
49.99M(60.2%)
282.92M(0%)
140.55M(50.3%)
140.55M(50.3%)
128.11M(54.7%)

#Param.(PR)
0.85M(0%)
0.59M(30.6%)
0.59M(30.6%)
0.29M(65.9%)
1.04M(0%)
0.46M(55.8%)
0.46M(55.8%)
0.45M(56.7%)

Table 7. Results of the different optimizers. PN/PN-FT is the
pruned networks without/with fine-tuning. Random means training the architecture (same to SGD) from scratch.

original
L1-norm
L2-norm
AR

9

ResNet-56
DenseNet-40

Error (%)

8
7
6
5

0

10 20 30 40 50 60
Parameter pruned rate (%)

Figure 2. Comparison of the different discriminator regularizers
on ResNet-56 and DenseNet-40.

rameters are the same. As shown in Fig. 2, adversarial
regularization achieves the best performance, compared to
the L1-norm and L2-norm. This is because AR prolongs the
competition between generator and discriminator to achieve
the better output features of generator, which are close to
baseline and fool the discriminator.
4.3.2

Effect on the Optimizers

We compare our FISTA with SGD optimizer. For SGD, we
cannot obtain the soft mask with an exact scaling factor of 0.
Therefore, a hard threshold is required in the pruning stage.
We set the threshold to 0.0001 in our experiments. As presented in Table 7, compared to the random method, SGD
achieves a lower error with the same architecture. It indicates that SGD provides better initial values for the pruned
network (PN). After pruning with thresholding, the accuracy drops significantly (See the columns of Error and PN
in Table 7), as the pruned small near-zero weights might
have large impact on the final network output. Advantageously, GAL with FISTA can safely remove the redundant
structures in the training process, and achieves better performance compared to SGD.
4.3.3

Effect of the GANs

We train the pruned network with and without the GAN,
and also make a comparison with CGAN [38] by using the

(a) ResNet-56

(b) DenseNet-40

Figure 3. Comparison of GANs on ResNet-56 and DenseNet-40.

FISTA. For training CGAN, we only need to modify the adversarial loss function in Eq. (2) by the loss of CGAN, and
the optimization with related training parameters are same
as GAL. The results are summarized in Fig. 3. First, the
lack of GANs leads to significant error increase. Second,
the GAN achieves a better result than CGAN. For example,
with the same regularization and optimizer on ResNet-56,
label-free GAL achieves a 8.42% error with a 65.9% parameter pruned rate vs. 9.56% error with 50.5% parameter
pruned rate in label-dependent CGAN. We conjecture this
is due to the class label that is added to the discriminator in
CGAN, which instead affects the output features of generator to approximate baseline during training.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we developed a generative adversarial
learning (GAL) approach to effectively structured prune
CNNs, which jointly prunes heterogeneous structures in an
end-to-end manner. We introduced a soft mask to scale the
output of specific structures, upon which a new objective
function with ℓ1 -regularization on the soft mask is designed
to align the output of the baseline and the network with this
mask. To effectively solve the optimization problem, we
used a label-free generative adversarial learning to learn the
pruned network with the sparse soft mask. Moreover, by
forcing more scaling factors in the soft mask to zero, we
leverage the fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm
to quickly and reliably remove the corresponding redundant
structures. We have comprehensively evaluated the performance of GAL on a variety of state-of-the-art CNN architectures over different datasets, which demonstrates the superior performance gains over the state-of-the-art methods.
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